s hurricane Irma made its way towards the Atlantic coastline of
Florida, big and small businesses alike prepared to weather the
storm. Did you know that more than 40% of small businesses
do not reopen after a disaster and 25% fail within one year
according to the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA). Similar statistics from the United States Small Business
Administration indicate that over 90% of businesses fail within two
years after being struck by a disaster. To survive, business owners
must prepare for unexpected emergencies and take steps to minimize
their effect on operations. Stay prepared with HQ’s emergency
preparedness feature…better safe than sorry.

A
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On a lighter note…the holidays! You know, that magical time of
year when celebrities sing of cotton white landscapes and America
sees red from red cups at Starbucks. Whatever the tradition your
religion or lack thereof inspires, it’s a season of celebration and
reflection, a time to come together with family and friends to
commemorate yet another trip around the sun on this spinning rock
we call earth. If you’re a retailer, it’s also a time to ratchet up your
sales figures, to take full advantage of the public’s temporary
abandonment of reason and stretch your bottom line like Santa’s
bulging waistline. Please join David Pogge in his feature article on
prepping for…you guessed it- The Holidays!

And lastly, when Shakedown Street’s co-founder and owner,
Rhonda Bronkhorst-Miller discusses her business’s enduring
success, her inclination is not to rattle off the usual numbers and
figures, strategies, profit margins, etc., that make an establishment
look good on paper. Instead, she opts to delve into those elements
that exist between the margins; the intangibles, the abstract
concepts that fill the cracks left behind by mere numbers and breathe
life into the machine. So what are these elements that contribute to
success? Find out on page 68 with HQ’s Shop of the Month Feature.

See you all in our next issue as we say goodbye to the last month
of 2017! Cheers. v
HEADQUEST Inc. assumes no responsibility for contents herein. Opinions expressed in articles are
strictly those of the writer. Published monthly by HeadQuest Inc., 9901 Acoma Rd. SE Albuquerque NM
87123. Subscriptions available for $39 yearly, payable in U.S. funds.
Send address changes (please include previous label) to address above or call
(505) 275-6049. Printed in Canada. Publications Mail Agreement #40069018 Return
undeliverable Canadian addresses to: 737 Moray St. Winnipeg MB, Canada, R3J3S9
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Why not indeed --- the Source Turbo from
ExtractCraft lets users create plant extracts &
concentrates for uses such as essential oils,
medicinal, recreational, and cooking in your
home kitchen safely, easily, and odor-free.

e are indeed privileged to live in a modern age when appliances not only make
our lives easier, but are themselves smarter and more efficient than ever
before. Coffee makers, food processors and microwaves are quintessential
to home kitchens. Why not then, with marijuana laws softening around the
country, shouldn't there be a countertop size appliance that conveniently and
safely produced high-quality essential oils and extracts?

W
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The process is relatively simple - plant
material is allowed to soak in 190 proof grain
alcohol; the alcohol tincture is then filtered
into The Source Turbo, and the closed-system
device does the rest. Until now, extraction
methods were messy and filled the house with
pungent odors. The Source Turbo solved those
issues – vacuum pressure and consistent mild
heat maintain product quality, and the
closed-system keeps odors at bay.
continued on page 58

MARIJUANANEWS

No more jail time for marijuana use in New Hampshire

In September, New Hampshire became the 22nd state in the U.S. to eliminate the
possibility of spending time behind bars for possessing small amounts of marijuana.

Under the new law, people caught possessing up to three-quarters of an ounce of
marijuana will receive a $100 fine for their first or second offenses. The punishment
rises to a $300 fine for a third offense within a three-year period. If police find someone
possessing small amounts of marijuana a fourth time in that window, they could be
charged with a class B misdemeanor.
A poll released in May found that 68% of adults in the state support cannabis legalization.

Candy isn't dandy in California

There's no mistaking edibles for candy
in California where a new measure
prohibits companies from making and
selling marijuana edibles in the shape of
a person, animal, insect or fruit.

The regulation is aimed at keeping
children safe from accidental ingestion of
marijuana laced goodies. Findings from a
recent survey of Colorado hospitals and
poison control centers indicated a sharp
increase in the number of children under
10 who were exposed to marijuana, from
nine cases in 2009 to 47 cases in 2015.
Edibles were implicated in over half of the
exposures, which included baked goods,
candy, and popcorn products.

Hawaii not “cashing” in on
marijuana sales

Hawaii will soon be the first state to
have marijuana sales handled without
cash – the plan is an attempt to avoid
robberies and other crimes targeting
cash-rich dispensaries.

All of Hawaii’s eight licensed dispensaries
have agreed to go cashless, the governor’s
office said. The dispensaries will ask patients
to use a debit payment app called CanPay,
which uses a Colorado-based credit union
to buy their marijuana instead of cash.
The app is already an option for marijuana
transactions in six states, including California
and Colorado.

Drones won't be
delivering marijuana

Californians jonesing for a high will
have to get off their butts and go to a
dispensary rather than calling for a
special delivery.

California’s Bureau of Cannabis Control
issued a statement about marijuana
delivery by drone, aircraft, watercraft, rail
or human powered vehicles.
“Deliveries may be made only in
person by enclosed motor vehicle,” the
program states. “Vehicles used for
delivery must have a dedicated, active
GPS device that enables the dispensary to
identify the geographic location of the
vehicle during delivery.”
The bureau also specifically states that
those delivering the cannabis aren’t
allowed to consume the substance while
out on the delivery.

Smokin' Spoken

“I think there is some pretty significant
evidence that marijuana turns out to
be more harmful than a lot of people
anticipated, and it's more difficult to
regulate than I think was contemplated
ideally by some states.”
Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein
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Increased marijuana use reflects
changing attitudes

More adults are using marijuana than ever
before, but the trend is not the result of the
growing number of state laws that allow legal use
of recreational or medical marijuana.

Instead of being caused by policy changes,
researchers at the Public Health Institute's
Alcohol Research Group found that, “the passage
of these policies reflects changing attitudes
toward marijuana use, rather than the other way
around.”
Overall, 12.9 percent of adults used marijuana
in 2015, up from the 6.7 percent 10 years earlier,
the study revealed. The study also showed
that people aged 50 to 59 are especially avid
marijuana users. Women users represented a
staggering 7,200% increase.

CBD may counter harmful
effects of marijuana

Findings from a study by the Department
of Psychological and Brain Sciences at Indiana
University concluded that marijuana with
relatively high levels of CBD may be less risky
to smoke over the long term, because the
cannabidiol ingredient may counteract some of
the drug's harmful effects.

The study was conducted on mice, and those
exposed to THC alone showed signs of impaired
memory and increased obsessive-compulsive
behavior immediately after treatment. By
contrast, adult and adolescent mice exposed to
CBD alone showed no behavioral changes.
However, mice that received CBD with THC
exhibited no short- or long-term behavioral
changes. These results suggest that long-term
use of cannabis strains containing similar
amounts of CBD and THC may be less harmful
than long-term use of high-THC strains.
"This is the first study in a rigorously controlled
animal model to find that CBD appears to protect
the brain against the negative effects of chronic
THC," researchers noted. v
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Behind the Scenes continued

When Colorado-based ExtractCraft brought the Source Turbo to
market in 2016, there was nothing else designed for uses to safely
extract essential oil at home. The most common method involved
using butane as a solvent to strip cannabinoids from the plant. Not
only is butane toxic, but the news is full of people being severely
burned and even blowing up their homes while messing around
with the highly combustible gas.

“Solvents such as butane, if not purged properly, can be toxic;
with food-grade alcohol, even if it's not purged completely, there's
no toxic residue,” explains ExtractCraft marketing & sales director
Colby Zeedyk. “By using food-grade alcohol - like ethanol, a person
has a safe way to make extracts where they know exactly what is
in the concentrate that they may be consuming.”

The inventors of the Source Turbo quickly realized its potential
across a wide range of markets from apothecary, home brew and
culinary to crafters making natural soap, lotion and salve. The
Source Turbo creates a process that a person can use right in their
own kitchen to make essential oils from any botanical material
such as cannabis, lavender, rosemary, or frankincense. Some
chefs are even utilizing the machine to extract the juices from hot
peppers for specialty dishes and distilling hop oils for craft beers.
Making extracts from cannabis is one of the most popular
uses of the Source Turbo, especially since it can create a smokable
wax, oil, or full extract cannabis oil (similar to Rick Simpson oil),
the most potent medicine available with the potential to help
treat a wide ranging list of ailments including chronic pain,
gastrointestinal disorders, sleep disorders, fibromyalgia, arthritis
and inflammation.

The Source Turbo produces a high-quality finished product
whereas many of the commercially made essential oils contain a
high water content – in that situation, consumers are essentially
paying for inactive “fluff,” as Zeedyk points out. Knowing the origin
and contents is especially important to medicinal patients.
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“The medical community typically grows their own, which allows
them to pick out the exact strains that they want. Being able to
make their own medicine at home, they know exactly what is in the
final extract,” Zeedyk points out.
continued on page 72
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ito Bern is surrounded by glass. Not only has Bern
been a professional glass blower since 1999, he's
also the owner of Bern Glass Gallery, in Burlington,
Vermont, and is the guiding force behind the Pipe
Classic, one of the longest running and most
esteemed functional glass competitions on the planet.

“I've always been in love with the art of pipe making,” says
Bern, who got into pipe making back when it was a very
secretive art and there was no internet to learn from or to
promote your work.
Bern began as a straight production glass blower making
sherlocks, spoons and bubblers. It wasn't until he opened
Bern Gallery in 2014 that he switched to creating headie
pieces. The smoke shop gave him an outlet to sell his own
work as well as that of other local artists.
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“All the glass blowers knew that I was one of them,”
he says. “I was building a business that was all about local
glass blowers.”
continued on page 80
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Holiday
feature

h, the holidays, that magical time of year when
celebrities sing of cotton white landscapes and
America sees red from red cups at Starbucks.
Whatever the tradition your religion or lack thereof inspires, it’s a season of celebration and
reflection, a time to come together with family and
friends to commemorate yet another trip around the
sun on this spinning rock we call earth. If you’re a
retailer, it’s also a time to ratchet up your sales figures,
to take full advantage of the public’s temporary
abandonment of reason and stretch your bottom line
like Santa’s bulging waistline.

A

It’s time to deck the halls, as they say. If that
statement inspired an eyeroll, it’s also time to stifle
your inner-Scrooge. Holiday decorations can be
tacky, yes. But they can also be an effective
reminder to customers that it’s time to open their
hearts, and by extension, their wallets.

“A festive, fun environment encourages customers
to stay longer and spend more,” opines Alisha Hagler,
heiress to the High Flyer Specialty Store in Wichita
Falls, Texas. Rhonda Bronkhorst-Miller of Shakedown
Street in Grand Rapids, Michigan agrees.

“I think it just puts people in the mood,” she adds,
“When they get in the store, maybe they're just thinking
about getting themselves a pipe, but when they see all
the Christmas spirit . . . they're like, 'oh yeah, I could get
my dad something here.'”
Choices in decoration can be as diverse as the
snowflakes that betoken the season. Generally
speaking, the key is balancing your self-expression
and store branding against the tastes and preferences of the clientele and community you serve.
Basically, know thyself, but also, know thy audience.

For Casey Morgan of Sparkway Smoke and Vapor
in Bloomingdale, NJ, it’s as simple as a black
Christmas tree, a punk rock take on a time-honored
tradition, reflecting the anarchist ethos that the owner
and store embody. Down South, such stark twists on
tradition may not be as widely accepted, which is why
Tony Williamson of Acicionado’s in Augusta, Georgia
keeps his tree green but his approach still unique with
rolling paper packs for ornaments.
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Over at Shakedown Street, Rhonda’s crew keeps
it wacky. Think, the 80s cinema classic, Mannequin,
but with a 420 spin. She credits most of the creative
genius to her business partner, Joe.
continued on page 78
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hen Shakedown Street’s co-founder and owner,
Rhonda Bronkhorst-Miller discusses her business’s
enduring success, her inclination is not to rattle off the
usual numbers and figures, strategies, profit margins,
etc., that make an establishment look good on paper.
Instead, she opts to delve into those elements that exist between the
margins; the intangibles, the abstract concepts that fill the cracks left
behind by mere numbers and breathe life into the machine.
“My customers love the feel of coming in here,” Rhonda posits.
“My employees are very kind. We treat every single customer with
respect. We're never rude. My customers come in here and go, ‘Oh my
God, it's like I just stepped back into the 70s.’”
continued on page 74
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Behind the Scenes continued

“Home extraction is really where it is at because people will no
longer need to buy from a dispensary,” Zeedyk adds. “The process
is going away from butane and everything that is either toxic in
nature or dangerous to use in extraction.”

Closed-loop distillation equipment is most commonly designed
for industrial or commercial use to manufacture product in large
volume. Until the Source Turbo, there was no appliance of this type
intended for the everyday consumer. Not only is the Source Turbo
engineered with a small footprint, it is extremely user-friendly with
a single-button operation. It even comes with altitude-specific
tuning to regulate heat and a Bluetooth smart phone app to
monitor the process.

The Source Turbo manual recommends using a food-grade,
grain alcohol of 190-proof-95% alcohol. The device removes the
alcohol from the tincture, leaving the pure plant essence, and
reclaims the alcohol for reuse in future batches.
Another benefit of alcohol extraction is the high efficiency
of collecting terpenes along with THC and CBD. Alcohol extracts
terpenes well and the Source Turbo evaporates the alcohol at
close to body temperatures to preserve the medicinal value and
natural flavor.

Of course, a quality product comes with a premium price. The
Source Turbo retails for $599, which might seem steep until you
take into account the state-of-the-art technology incorporated into
the design and functionality of the machine. It allows you to use
trim or lower quality plant materials to make excellent concentrates.
The Source is assembled and quality tested at the ExtractCraft
facility in Colorado and backed by a one-year warranty.
“The biggest reward for all of us involved with ExtractCraft is
making something that allows people to create a healthy living
environment for themselves and their families,” Zeedyk says.
“We find that people are making 'medicine' whether it be for
themselves or loved ones, and they're having great results with the
Source Turbo.” v
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ExtractCraft

Longmont, Colorado
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Shop of the Month continued

In many ways, the 2000 square foot Grand Rapids destination
could easily be described as another shop playing on the nostalgia
of Baby Boomer idealism, and in many ways, that view could be
considered accurate. But to end the description there is to miss the
essence of what Rhonda has created, not to mention wallow in
unnecessary cynicism.

Obviously, the tapestries, tie-dyes, incense, classic rock t-shirts,
posters, glass art, smoking devices, et al that pack every nook and
cranny of Shakedown Street elicit the feel of the Dead lot grey
market its namesake implies. But having spent five years following
Jerry and Company herself, Rhonda’s vision for her store stretches
far beyond the fashion statements of the era.
“Being a deadhead, being on tour for five years, meeting so many
amazing people, I wanted to keep the hippie vibe alive . . . It changed
who I was. It made me a much kinder human being. It opened my
eyes to how other people live and made me more accepting.”

74

It’s within these words that one can understand the how and why
of the countercultural institution’s 25 years of success, of why it was
Shakedown Street that graced the cover of the Wall Street Journal
when we lost Jerry. Rhonda gets it. A true Dead shop should foster
an atmosphere where the kindness and acceptance are equally
as present as the tie-dyes and waterpipes. Otherwise, it’s a body
without a soul, given to decay.
continued on page 86
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It’s hard out there for a retail shop. You’ve got customers to serve, bills to pay, appearances to keep up, lights to keep on, vendors to
please, employees to please, and a whole host of other things to take care of that a humble trade publication like Headquest wouldn’t even
think of in an intro to a goofy piece like this. But what we can do is offer some suggestions to help gets folks into your store, buying things
and having fun. That’s the idea of this monthly column which will detail a handful of promotional sales ideas for your store. Consider them
a brainstorm—a place for jumping off into new ideas that will inject some life into your storefront. And let us know what you think. We’d
love to come up with some suggestions for a theme that makes sense to you.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pearl Harbor Day (Dec. 7) — No jokes on this one. National Pearl Harbor Remembrance Day is held annually to “honor the

2,403 victims who were killed in the Japanese surprise attack on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941. On August 23, 1994 the
U.S. Congress designated December 7 of each year as National Pearl Harbor Remembrance Day.National Pearl Harbor
Remembrance Day is also referred to as Pearl Harbor Remembrance Day or Pearl Harbor Day. It is a tradition to fly the Flag of
the United States at half-staff until sunset in honor of dead patriots.” This seems like a good day to give some love to your local
vets, right? Right.

National Fritters Day (Dec. 2) — Who doesn’t love a good fritter? More than that, who* doesn’t have a strong opinion

about the right way to make fritters? It seems like this is as good a day as any to find out. Because when you have fritters, you
have fun. Invite your loyal customers to bring in their best fritters and hold a fritter contest. The winner gets—aside from insane
fritter bragging rights, of course—a gift card for your store. Encourage a little friendly competition amongst your patrons. Heck,
maybe they’ll make a few new friends on this Frittery day. * Maybe everyone? Honestly, we don’t know.

Festivus (Dec. 23) — It’s “for the rest of us,” right? If you’re looking for an alternative to the depressing commercialism of

the Christmas season (see #4 below), this is the one for you. First brought to widespread acclaim during a 1997 episode of
Seinfeld, Festivus is the parody/secular holiday known for it’s ridiculous characteristics like the Airing of Grievances, Feats of
Strength, and the Festivus pole. Depending on your clientele, the pole itself may be enough here, but the Feats also easily
lend themselves to some sort of contest. Reward your customers based on how well they air their grievances and turn everyday
occurrences into “Festivus miracles.” The limits here are only the outer reaches of your creative brain.

Christmas Eve (Dec. 24) — ’Tis the season. There are a lot of holidays this time of year, of course, but if we’ve learned
anything as red-blooded Americans, it’s that commercialism runs most rampant on Dec. 25. Which is exactly why Christmas Eve
is the best last-minute sale day. Reward these plannin-averse folks with a “Slacker Sale.” You get to mock them, they get to save
some money: win win!

New Year’s Eve (Dec. 31) — Now, we’re not ones to judge, but we have a hunch that you might just run the kind of shop
that might cater to, um, “party supplies.” What better time of year to make beaucoup cash selling them? Which is why we’re
proposing a “No Regrets Sale.” Celebrate the bad decisions of the year previous by vowing that they won’t happen exactly the
same way next year. And celebrate them with discounts, of course. After all, we’ve all done some things we’re not exactly proud
of, might as well save some money in the meantime.
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Christmas Decoration continued

“One year,” she recounts fondly, “he made Santa drunk. There
were all these chicks around him, all of our mannequins all dressed
up crazy. Santa was next to a Christmas tree with a bottle of
Jameson.” The year after that, they pushed the envelope even
further with a b-ng in Santa’s hand next to a kid smoking a hookah.
Unsurprisingly, Zuckerberg’s minions at Facebook took that picture
down. Oops.
Alisha takes the High Flyer experience a bit further out of the
ordinary, opting for traditions that both pre-and-postdate those of
Judeo-Christendom.
“We have a unique opportunity to highlight non-traditional
holidays, like seasonal solstices and industry-related celebrations.
We'll use our distinct, diverse inventory to create eye-catching
displays that will introduce our customer base to products they may
be unaware of while tying in festive holiday themes.” So long as you
don’t mind a little disdain from the puritanical element of your
community, her pagan approach could be a solid way to stand out.
But the real mark of acuity is in her integration of seasonal
decorating with merchandising.

For Chris Black of Munson’s Emporium in Belton, Texas, that
integration is everything. “We change some of the lightbulbs to
Christmas colors, we have light up trees outside . . . we decorate the
windows to the front of the store, we do a lot of the synthetic garlands,
the ones that are glittery and bright . . . but everything we do, we use
it to draw attention to certain parts of the store where we've bought
those items in quantities to offer a better discount. Christmas
decorating is awesome, but if it doesn't go hand in hand with your
marketing plan, you’re not really maximizing your potential.”
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Keep in mind, the end game is profit. There’s no reason to feel
bad about that. You can stay true to the holiday spirit at home,
whether you’re lighting the menorah, decorating the tree, or
compiling your list of grievances. But when you’re at work, stay true
to your bottom line. So, yes, get creative this holiday season. Get
your customers thinking outside the box store. Be unique. Be
memorable. But most importantly, be strategic. There’s a ton of
cheddar to be made this time of year. If you want your slice, you have
to take it, and that starts with the seamless integration of festive
adornments and funky gifts. v
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The Pipe Classic began as an unofficial contest among Bern's in-house production workers. “Production
can be boring and tedious. To make it more interesting, we would have friendly competitions --- who could
make the fastest spoon, who could make the fastest head piece and sell it for the most money,” Bern says.

Bern continues to make pipes --- his latest series are sculptural rigs featuring wolves and gargoyles. “As
an artist, it's very much whatever I want,” he says about inspiration for his pieces. “I'm definitely a traditional
pipe maker in the sense that my pipes need to function excellently – it's very much about form and function.”
“As an industry person, you've got to innovate every second; if you sit in your laurels for two seconds
you'll be run over by the army waiting to take you out,” he adds.
Bern is quick to give credit for some of that innovation to one of his glass blowers ---- Dr. Whitestone.

“He'll help me with the idea, and then my speciality is turning it into a functional piece,” Bern says. “He helped
me work on my patented 'up-wave perv' so that you can hit it as hard as you want, but you'll never drink water.”
Another innovation to come out of the Bern studio is the “Plasma Pipe” – basically, a hollow tube that
is filled with a combination of inert gasses that spark to life when electrified.

“I love the reactions that pieces get,” Bern says. “I like to keep my pieces vary rare – there will never be
a hundred pieces of mine that look the same.”

“I feel like I have no choice,” Bern says when asked why he does what he does. “This business plucked
me out of the world and sucked me in – I swear it runs through my blood.” v

Burlington, Vermont
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Shopof the Month

This isn’t speculation. For though mainstream America has attached a myriad
of ideas and stereotypes to the culture which the Grateful Dead spawned, the
bandmembers themselves defined it exactly in this way. When Mickey Hart chose
the words that would punctuate the legendary act’s half-century career, they
weren’t “party on,” “eat more LSD,” or “wear brighter colors.” They were simple
and eloquently, “Be kind.”

However, without the body, the soul typically can’t linger for long and within our
analogy, that brings us back to the products. In her 25 years, Rhonda has seen
this industry evolve from papers and acrylics to the high-tech digital technology of
vapes, e-nails and beyond.

“When I first started,” she reminisces, “it was just Graffix Waterpipes. We
would sell those all day.” Of course, there was a handful of other staples, the
metal pipes, dugouts and eventually the glass accessories, all of which they still
carry. But none of them were easy to come by in the beginning.
continued on page 88
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Shop of the Month continued

Nevertheless, even a retro store must keep pace with market
trends. Luckily, Rhonda has a team of youthful employees who keep
their finger on the pulse, helping her stay up to date on trends and
products as well as maintain an active social media presence that
includes a Facebook page with over 20,000 likes.
That’s not to say that Rhonda isn’t digitally active herself. She’s
just more politics than business these days, with Twitter being her
preferred medium and disdain for the orange president, her favorite
topic.
“I was in such a funk when Trump won. I’m very political. I Tweet
Trump and his clan just about every day just because it's an outlet.
Somebody will listen to me.”
We’re listening, Rhonda. v
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Shatter Batter

t’s a beautiful day in Colorado, a blueberry sky perforated by sugarcapped mountain peaks that glow under the morning’s lemon-drop
sun. Vape in tow, you’re taking a stroll through town, your breaths
of the crisp mountain air interspersed with atomized plumes of a
sticky sweetness that softens every step. You exhale another cloud
as you round the next corner, almost colliding with an officer on foot
patrol as you do. He sniffs the air.

“That’s a delicious smelling e-juice. What’s the
flavor?”
You smile. It’s ok. You’re using Shatter Batter.

“Pink Lemonade,” you reply,
and then invite him to come by the shop and try some.

He thanks you and you resume your stroll. You mutter a quiet “thank
you” of your own. It’s not to your new patrol pal, but to Shatter Batter,
the new, USP grade e-juice that effectively dissolves herbal concentrates
into a concoction that you can take anywhere. You’d tried the idea with
other liquids, but it clumped up like cottage cheese. This juice flows
like silk.

You carry all six flavors, each designed to compliment the terpenes of
your herb like cheese with wine. You even grabbed the neutral juice for
those customers who crave purity. The directions suggested a ratio of one
gram of concentrate for 3ml of juice, but you scaled it back for a subtle,
daytime lift. You smile again, knowing that at a $25 retail price with a
solid margin for your store, your new e-juice has lightened your step way
more than your wallet. Thank you, Shatter Batter. v
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Mighty SaFe VacuuM Vault

So, you picked up a Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser and you’ve already popped out
your inaugural batch of special cookies. Excellent work. But unless you’re throwing
a party tonight, you’re not finishing the whole tray anytime soon. You need to
figure out the storage situation, and STAT. Neither the fridge, nor the counter are
acceptable destinations, especially in a house where tiny hands and eager paws
are prone to pilfering sugary snacks when backs are turned. Treats on counters
may as well be flare guns for ant colonies and the fridge will all but guarantee
your cookies end up tasting like the leftovers from last night’s spaghetti dinner.
No one is interested in a Ragu-macadamia nut medicated cookie.
The solution is here. From the makers of the Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser comes
the Mighty Safe Vacuum Vault, a one-liter, “stainless steel, food grade
container with unique reusable vacuum seal technology.” Operation is
even more fool-proof than the Infuser. Simply load up the vault with
your sticky, icky treats or raw flower, close the lid and press the pump
repeatedly until vacuum status is achieved (typically, the magic
number is 15.) The Mighty Safe’s proprietary seal will preserve
the freshness of your goods for up to fifteen days, keeping the
air out and the smell in. And with an MSRP of a mere $32.99,
the Mighty Safe is mighty affordable, making it a perfect upsell
or standalone purchase for anyone in need of some freshness.

www.theherbalinfuser.com
support@theherbalinfuser.com
844.344.6400
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Mighty FaSt herBal inFuSer

It was Hippocrates, the hallowed Greek practitioner of the ancient healing
arts who first said, “Let food be thy medicine,” nearly 2,500 years ago.

In 2017, his words aren’t just instructive; they’re damn-near prophetic. We
don’t just inhale the essence of our healing herbs anymore. We ingest it. Natural
medicine is now a culinary endeavor where the flavor profile is nearly as crucial
to the therapy as the dosage. But to achieve either aspect, you must first master
the art of herbal infusion.

Or, you can just let the Mighty Fast Herbal Infuser do it for you. This contraption
is by no means the first to offer an easier way to turn your cuisine into cures. But
in its short time on the market, it’s become the first
choice of many, thanks to its ease of use, superior
design and functionality, and incredibly
affordable sticker price of $159.95.

For deliciously ‘lifted’ lipids
perfect for anything from the classic
brownie all the way to an herbbasted duck dinner, it’s as simple
as dropping in your decarboxylated herbs, adding the
oil/butter, closing the lid, and
pushing a button. Select “Mighty
Fast 1” for a quick, 45-minute
turn around, “Mighty Fast 2” for
a richer yield in 90 minutes, or
go all out with the four-hour
“Mighty Long” for tinctures. If it
was any easier, it would make
the edibles for you. Each unit
comes standard with a stainless-steel strainer, measuring
cup, organic hemp filter bag
and instruction manual.

heMp hookahzz cBD concentrateS

There’s a customer at the register ready to cough up the scratch for a $300 mini-rig. You’ve
already upsold him with a quartz nail and a pack of No Goo jars and you’re about to close him out.
“Need anything else today?” you ask. He smiles.

“Not unless you have something to put in my rig.” Cue the record scratch. Shit just got
awkward.
But what if you did have something to put in it? It sounds like a dangerous question, but in
the right context, it’s actually harmless, and not just if you live in one of the lucky states. Case
in point, if you were to carry Hemp Hookahzz’s new line of hemp-derived CBD concentrates,
this otherwise awkward moment could be your opportunity to bump the sale up by another
50 bucks.

Hemp Hookahzz’s 50-state legal CBD concentrates come in four varieties: crumble, wax,
shatter and isolate, with the isolate being the most potent of the bunch, boasting a whopping
950mg of active compound per gram. Though Hemp Hookahzz cannot legally make claims
about the benefits of CBD, they can guarantee that their products are exactly what they tout
them to be with no synthetic additives. The rest can be easily researched. The MSRP ranges
from $29.99 all the way to $79.99, and as they say, you get what you pay for. In this case, that
means a quality offering of one of the hottest selling items in the market from a respected
company. Score.

g pen pro

It comes as no surprise that Grenco Science’s offerings have been some of the most
commonly knocked off designs in an industry overrun with knockoffs. As a long-established
pioneer in combustion-free inhalation innovation, they’ve been the de facto name to exploit for
that ill-gotten dollar for the better half of a decade. Thankfully, they’re fighting back, both in the
courts and in the marketplace.

As far as the courts, it’s a done deal. Make no mistake; they won. To the tune of a cool 47
mil, to be exact. And while the legal team was in the courtroom tipping the scales of Lady
Justice, the R&D team was in the lab, tweaking the specs on the G Pen Pro, a brand new,
ground-up design for dry herbs they believe will send tremors through the market. In their
words, it’s “the perfect intersection of intuitive design and industry-leading performance.”

So, is it finally time to throw out the Volcano? Well, no, not exactly. But it might be time to
reconsider letting your customers throw away half their rent money on a portable vape.

Retailing for a mere Benjamin, the G Pen Pro is poised to turn the price index of the entire
category on its ear with a performance level purported to rival even the costliest of units. The
features include a light, durable aluminum body, a sturdy mouthpiece with removable silicone cover,
three optimally pre-set temperatures, a ceramic chamber with a quarter-gram fill capacity and a
heat time of only 30 seconds. The crown jewel of this unit, however, is the output, namely, the cloudproducing capacity, the true crux of consumer appeal. The comfort, convenience and durability are
obviously important, but the bells and whistles exist primarily to achieve one end: those big, fluffy,
plumes of terpene tastiness that let the user know it’s working. And if the reviews are any indication,
it’s hella working. Rest warily, imitators; the innovators have redefined the standard yet again.

www.grnln.com
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errapin brewmaster and co-founder Brian "Spike" Buckowski graduated
from college with a corporate video communications degree, but something didn't feel right. He wasn't pursuing his passion, so he picked up a
hobby: homebrewing. After a few years working at it, post-graduate life started
to make more sense. "I went to brewing school in Woodland, Calif., and became
a professional brewer in 1997," he tells Creative Loafing. "I started at Atlanta
Brewing Company, and a couple years later, helped open Five Seasons in
Sandy Springs. Terrapin became a dream in 1999 and a reality in 2002."

Now at the helm of one of Georgia's oldest and most celebrated craft breweries, Buckowski stays busy dreaming up new brews in Athens — and also
sometimes abroad. He was recently invited to New Zealand to create three
new beers — Spike's Pilsner, Spike's IPA, and Spike's Red Rye — for Boundary
Road Brewery's "The Resident" series. Back from the trip, he's looking forward
to what promises to be Georgia's most prolific craft beer year yet. "More craft
beer!" he exclaims about the future. "It feels good to know Terrapin has opened
the doors for other breweries in Georgia to jump into this awesome industry."

Describe your first beer experience.

I remember drinking Busch and Black Label way back when, but the first real beer I remember trying was a Guinness export. I was
working at a pharmacy when I was around 17 years old. They sold all sorts of stuff, including liquor and beer. I remember Guinness was
the most expensive beer in the cooler, so it had to be good. Well, I was completely wrong. It was the strongest and most awful beer I had
ever tasted. I even spit it out. I had no idea what real beer should taste like.

As one of Georgia's oldest and largest breweries, what is your perspective on how far the state has come with
regards to alcohol legislation and how far it still needs to go?

It still has a long way to go. When we first started, there were struggles around every corner. We couldn't even brew beer over 6 percent
ABV! Yes, it is getting better, but we have many legal issues that need to be looked at and changed. I'm hoping with more breweries
opening that we'll see some laws and regulations change for the better.

Terrapin takes its name from a Grateful Dead album, and the craft beer and music worlds are becoming
increasingly intertwined. What's your place in that?
If I'm not brewing, I'm either traveling or seeing live music. Athens has long been known for its great music scene and for the bands
that have come out of it. I play drums, but never started a successful band. I compare my experience with Terrapin as if I was in a band.
I develop recipes and compare that to writing songs. When someone buys my product and drinks it, I feel like they are buying an album.
Instead of listening to it, they are drinking it.

With craft breweries popping up left and right in Georgia, how would you advise someone considering entering
the industry?

Man, I can go on for days on this question. Work or do an internship in a working brewery first. Have enough money to do it right. Be
careful who your potential business partners are. Know what good beer tastes like, and make yours better. Be ready to work your ass off.
If you think you have all the answers, you don't. Have a unique product. If your flagship beer is an IPA or pale ale, find another hobby. v
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